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“Ensure it feels like it’s made
by humans, for humans.”

Stefan Stagmeister
On designing for humans

As a student of communication design, I have always 
wanted to produce work that can contribute to the 
development and positive growth of the society we 
live in. I observed that the number of designers who 
graduate every year from various design schools in 
our country eventually get placed in the corporate 
sector where they serve a small percentage of the
 population of India who can afford their design. 
There are hardly a few designers who branch out to 
the development sector where there is an actual need 
for design occurs. I believe my project in terms of 
communication design will be a part of the process 
that results in the growth, development and improve-
ment in the lives of the people who aren’t privileged 
enough to afford ‘designerly’ products. 
 
For me, as I understand the term design after four 
years of design education and experiences, is nothing 
but a service. It is a step, an attempt towards creating 
a solution or service that makes a positive change in 
somebody else’s life.   
 
While working in the field, it was important to under-
stand the scenario I am working on and the context in 
which my design will function. 

Unless a designer could understand 
the milieu in which her target 
audience exists and empathize with 
them, it would be futile to make an 
attempt towards creating anything 
for them.

Having worked on a project like this, which was 
socially relevant, made me more empathetic and 
much more sensitive to real issues at hand. I realized 
that there exists a need for more designers to work 
on social design which will definitely have a positive 
change in terms of development and growth in our 
society even though the change is going to take place 
slowly over a period of time. 

 I believe every designer must bear the fact that there 
is a scope for change and it has to start somewhere 
and we are going to be a part of it, in your own unique 
way.

PREFACE
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SYNOPSIS
Section I

This section is an introduction to the context and 
importance of this graduation project, a journey 
through the timeline that describes the process of 
learning and experiences.



Jatan Sansthan is a grassroots not-for-profit organi-
zation working with rural and resource poor commu-
nities in the state of Rajasthan, India, in the districts 
of Rajsamand, Udaipur and Bhilwara. Jatan has its 
presence in more than 1200 villages across these 
areas, which have had traditionally poor social and 
health indicators.

Since its establishment in 2001, Jatan has designed 
and implemented various initiatives geared towards 
improving social and demographic indicators by 
working with youth groups. In the last decade, Jatan 
has worked on programs with communities to include 
children, young people, men and women in the areas 
of health, education, nutrition, local self-governance 
and others.

Jatan envisions a society where people lead a healthy, 
safe and empowered life, free from all forms of 
discrimination. Their mission is to empower commu-
nities by giving them spaces to freely express their

concerns and provide information that will enable 
communities to seek social and scientific solutions, 
so that communities can become their own agents of 
change. Jatan encourages active participation of youth 
in decision making, policy formulation and advocacy 
across various forums at national and international 
level.

Since I was looking for a project that helped me to 
work closely with people, Jatan was willing to support 
my graduation project as they had quite a few ongoing 
projects to which I could actively contribute.

5, Tirupati Vihar, 
Bhuwana Road,
Near Celebration Mall, 
Udaipur (Raj), 313001
Email: hr@jatansansthan.org

CLIENT AND SPONSOR: 
JATAN SANSTHAN 
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DESIGN AT THE GRASSROOTS:
Communication for Reproductive Health and Nutrition

The project started off to develop communication 
products, widely known as IEC (Information Edu-
cation Communication) materials for reproductive 
health, which initially did not have a fixed medium 
of communication, hence, it could be a series of 
publications, interactive products or toys, animated 
or live-action films, basically anything that commu-
nicates. The government and corporate funders have 
accorded a high measure of interest and priority for 
investments in IEC, which has now become a standard 
requirement of most developmental programmes and 
project proposals in the social sector. 

The project is broadly divided into two sections: 
reproductive health and nutrition. Workshops on 
MHM (Menstrual Hygiene Management) are routinely 
conducted for adolescents, men and women across 
various communities and demographics to sensitize 
them on various aspects of reproductive health and 
other important domains. Jatan Sansthan also con-
ducts training workshops for health educators and 
trainers. Therefore, IEC materials are a significant 
medium of facilitating the communication of ideas 
and concepts from educators to common people.
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WHY THIS PROJECT?
My motivation and commitment 
as a designer in development sector

I was doing my pre-diploma project in December 2018, 
confused and anxious about what I should work on 
for my graduation project which I wished to be 
something that helped to work with people, for the 
people, keeping my interests in filmmaking, graphic 
design and illustration. Abhijith K R, who guided us 
on Symbol design course was kind enough to share 
his graduation project with us. He worked on the 
design of the book, ‘Dekho: Conversations on Design 
in India’ sponsored and published by Codesign. 
“DEKHO is an award-winning anthology of inspira-
tional conversations with designers in India, probing 
their stories for cues to the development of design in 
India and highlighting approaches that are unique to 
designing for India.” I was extremely excited to read 
about the work of Vikalp design, founded by Lakshmi 
Murthy. The article titled ‘For the people, by the 
‘people’, narrated the exact idea of design which I
formed over the course of three and half years of 
design education at NID. Lakshmi’s work talks about 
the importance of understanding the visual percep-
tions of the target audience and incorporating their 
visual language into the final product, therefore, it 
will be sensitive to various cultural and societal norms 
for non-literate and low literate audiences.

The moment I finished reading, I knew exactly what 
I wanted to do. I did not know what I would design, 
but I was confident about tackling any situation I 
would be exposed to. I knew with the completion 
of this project, I will undergo a lot of changes and 
transformation as an individual as well as a designer, 
because, I was looking forward to work for something 
that is socially relevant and will bring a visible change 
in people’s lives. And that had always been my vision 
about design.

6th May 2019, Kuraj, 
Rajsamund District,
Rajasthan, India.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROJECT PROCESS
Short journey through the design process 

The first few months of my stay at Udaipur were 
warming up sessions for me. The lovely lot at Jatan 
Sansthan, my colleagues, took me along to every 
Kishori Mela (adolescent girls’ meet), Poshan 
Mela (nutrition fest) and Sports Mela. I had the 
opportunity to observe and understand the crowd, 
the potential target audience for what I design. I 
documented the events through photographs, videos 
and journals. One of the first things I learnt to do was 
to hand stitch my own cloth pad. After I was briefed 
about the project, I realised my duty was more than 
just designing a couple of communication products 
but majorly to educate myself and others around me 
about leading a sustainable life. 
 
I started off by modifying and redesigning a few exist-
ing IEC materials developed by Jatan and other NGOs 
collaborated with it. Simultaneously, we 
developed the content for the Uger cloth pad 
production manual and flyer, followed by its itera-
tions. I was asked to find design solutions to everyday 
needs of the publications that circulated at Jatan. 
Since Uger was a project that began in 2011, most of 
the information on research and field study on repro-
ductive health was readily available at hand for me. 
Hence, I was instructed to include nutrition into the 
project brief. 

I did my primary research and first field visit to 
Railmagra, a village in Rajsamund district which was 
followed by the secondary research on malnutrition. 
I identified my design opportunity after a few interac-
tive sessions with the cluster coordinators of various 
Anganwadi. The second field visit was a week-long 
which included field testing the prototypes I devel-
oped. The final prototypes were made after this 
process and feedback from Dr Lakshmi Murthy.  
 
The project was completed in seven months starting 
from February 2019 to August 2019. 
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BRIEF AND
BACKGROUND

Section II

This section explains the design brief, 
the context, literature review and the 
research done for this project.
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2nd May 2019, Karodiya, 
Rajsamund District,
Rajasthan, India.

The body of any organism in this universe is one 
of the many wonders ever created. Every organism 
is different and unique in its own way. We, humans, 
are one such being with a complex body structure. 
Every human body expels secretions like saliva, 
sweat, urine and other such products. Menstruation 
or periods is one such natural phenomenon. A body 
that menstruates is termed as ‘menstruator’, which 
includes not only men and women but also non-
binary people. A menstruator bleeds from the genitals 
for 5-7 days every 28 days or so. The project tries to 
influence various aspects of menstrual management. 
Jatan Sansthan strives to create awareness about men-
struation to adolescents, men and women through 
MHM training and workshops. In India and most 
countries, boys and men are kept out of menstruation 
conversations, which has eventually led to insensitiv-
ity. Hence, including men in menstruation matters 
helps to break the silence and taboos around it. 
 
Uger is a movement supported by Jatan Sansthan 
focusing on the sustainability of sanitary products. 
Uger uses four pillars of sustainability: environment, 

health, economic and social. The movement 
introduced a cloth pad revolution amongst the rural 
public in various districts of Rajasthan and Northeast 
states of India where women are trained to stitch 
cloth pads and propagate the idea of sustainable 
menstruation management. 

The second part of this project is on nutrition, which 
is important during adolescence because of 20% of 
the total growth in height and 50% of adult weight 
gain occurs during adolescence. Under nutrition or 
malnutrition is one of the common issues found in 
the villages under Jatan Sansthan. This condition is 
a result of the consumption of insufficient quantity 
and nutritional quality or both or an inability to 
absorb nutrients from food.  Most children fall under 
the category of Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) or 
Moderate Acute Malnutrition (MAM) according to 
World Health Organization (WHO) in these villages. 
Hence, this project is also an attempt to inculcate prop-
er hygiene and eating habits that includes awareness 
about balanced diet among children and mothers.

INTRODUCTION
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THE DESIGN BRIEF

OBJECTIVE

To develop communication products for reproductive health and 
nutrition through participatory methodologies and interactive 
means to facilitate behaviour change for health.

SCOPE OF WORK

• Developing print collaterals like flyers, pamphlets, user manuals, 
         posters that  facilitates communication between trainers and     
         non-literate or low literate audiences to create awareness and 
         break the silence around menstruation.

• Understanding the broader context of rural communities.

• Modification of existing IEC materials to learn and understand the 
behaviour change occurred in the lives of people it was designed 
for, to bring relevant changes in the new design accordingly.
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THE RAJASTHAN CONTEXT
Short introduction to the demographics
and statistics of socio-economic backgrounds.

Rajasthan is India’s largest state in terms of geographical area (342,239 
sq.km ie; 10.4% of the total geographical area of India) and seventh
largest state by population. Over the course of past few decades, the 
state’s literacy level has increased from 38.55% (1991) to 60.41% (2001) 
although its the lowest female literacy rate in the country (52.66%).  
 
Taking account of the disturbing decline in female sex ratio for the age 
group of 0-6 years, it can be inferred that cases of foeticide are still 
prevalent. Indicators of Rajasthan’s health scenario suggests a high 
percentage of low weight babies at birth leading to numerous cases of 
malnutrition. This can be due to increasing cases of child marriage and 
adolescent pregnancy, where the young mothers themselves are malnour-
ished. Around 60% of the per cent of the girls are married before the 
age of 17 and a large percentage of them do not practice contraception 
and are unaware about family planning, child spacing etc.  

15



UNDERSTANDING THE TARGET AUDIENCE

The target users are adolescents, men, women and 
children from various socio-economic backgrounds 
and communities. The communication material to 
be designed is for the purpose of teaching as well as 
self-learning and reading.  
 
PRIMARY TARGET GROUP 

• Menstruators who are ready to make a switch to 
cloth pads to lead a more sustainable and healthy 
menstrual management method and adolescents 
who need to be made aware of the choices of 

         different methods of managing menstruation. 

• People who want to educate others about break-
ing the silence around menstruation and to learn 
how to stitch sanitary cloth pads on their own and 
become entrepreneurs.

• Children of age 0-6 years who are enrolled into 
the 504 Anganwadis and Nandgarhs managed 
by Jatan Sansthan under the Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) project of Hindustan Zinc 
Limited (HZL). They need to be educated about 
healthy food and hygiene habits.

• Adolescents receiving orientation in workshops 
and camps to learn about reproductive health 
issues that created discrimination against 

         women and to build confidence amongst them. 
 

• Various women’s groups at the village level who 
have formed their block-level collectives as well 

         as state-level organizations.

SECONDARY TARGET GROUP

• Parents and teachers of adolescents across the 
country who are more literate and are living in an 
urban setting exposed to formal education- un-
dergoing sex education and sustainable menstru-
al management habits. 

• Teachers and students in schools associated with 
Jatan Sansthan.

• Other NGOs and like-minded organisations that 
may use this material for their own work.
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COMMUNICATION AT THE GRASSROOTS
My primary target user group consists of the rural  
population who are semi-literate or non-literate 
which includes trainers, field workers, Anganwadi 
workers who may use these communication materials 
for teaching or self-learning purposes. Hence it is 
crucial to talk about the scenario of communication 
and visual perception at the grassroots level. Orga-
nized and adequate communication infrastructure 
ensures a fast and better quality of social change. For 
this, the intended message sent by the sender should 
be the same as the perceived by the receiver .

For effective communication, we 
must consider who are we trying 
to communicate with, what are we 
communicating and how do we 
make sure that the intended 
message is conveyed correctly 
and perceived by the receiver. 

When we as designers talk about development for 
change, we create solutions that we identify to be 
‘good‘ for ‘them’ while we marginalize them as  
‘underdeveloped‘, without any empathy. Do these 
sections of our society have any alternatives? Unless 
they are aware of the available alternatives, how can 
they make the correct choices? It is important to give 
them informed choices and to know if they want to 
change the way they have been leading their lives so 
far, at all. 

In the context of social communication with graphic 
design, designing materials in isolation from the 
target audience results in miscommunication. We 
tend to assume how people interpret and understand 
a visual or idea. The designer often ignorantly assume 
symbols to be universal without acknowledging that, 
for an audience with no formal school education, 
abstracted symbols and concepts like ticks and crosses 
are understood literally and hold no symbolic mean-
ing. There exists an obvious disconnect between the 
sender of the visual messages – who are typically 
urban, educated professionals and the receiver of the 
message – non-literate, rural audience, during 
development programmes.

There is a need for different kinds of communication 
material for rural context depending on the culture 
of the community, age and gender of the individuals. 

Why communication fails?
• We believe and create design that is one size that 

fits all
• Fallacy of participation
• Myth of universal symbol

What makes communication effective?
• User-centered design strategy
• Creating design with the understanding that      

every individual is visual literate, differently
• Translation and integration

MY ROLE AT JATAN SANSTHAN

My experience of 8 months working in the field in the development sector 
was truly satisfying and enriching. As an intern, apart from my project, I 
was entitled to make any presentation or publications which were needed 
for monthly meetings, Kishori Melas, annual reports etc. Other than the 
project I had the opportunity to modify a few communication materials 
that needed few changes in illustration and graphics. Each field visit 
helped me interact and understand the lives of different people and travel 
to explore more places. I found myself to being the unofficial photog-
rapher since I had a camera and could help my colleagues who had an 
interest in photography. I was more than happy to make tea for everyone 
with Ganeshi Bhai also I was the youngest and most pampered. I had the 
opportunity to accompany the trainers for conducting two workshops 
on cloth pad stitching at Sirohi and a workshop on basic photography at 
Railmagra for the field workers who wanted to document their work 
through photography.

The most important input was that 
I became more aware and sensitive to 
various social issues.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Data collection and scenario building

VISUAL LITERACY AND PERCEPTION

Visual perception is defined as the way a person 
“reads”, interprets or understands a picture. Since 
differences in the cultural environment and personal 
experience significantly affect perceptions, the visual 
language of a group is acquired over time with respect 
to their surroundings. Every individual has a differ-
ent level of visual literacy. In an urban context, when 
communication designers are trained to draw what 
one sees, with much attention to details in order to 
create photo-realistic that have depth, backgrounds 
and perspectives. We are taught to read the text and 
sequential images from left to right and top to bottom 
and we are aware of symbols like ‘+‘, ’=’ because we 
were exposed to formal education. Everything takes a 
turn when it comes to a rural setting. Rural audiences 
draw what they know. For example, a tree would be 
drawn with roots included. They tend to draw multi-
ple perspectives which can be a combination of aerial 
and side views. The rural audiences read a visual as 
a whole, breaking the misconception that visuals 
are read left to right and top to bottom. Hence, the 
concept of a universal symbol is a myth. Every com-
munity derives different meanings out of different 
symbols. We cannot standardize a symbol to represent 
a universal meaning.

TICKS AND CROSSES

This simple health message for non-literate women 
was designed to read: “Cover your water pot to 
protect it from dust and flies, to avoid health risk”. 
When asked to interpret the visual, the women 
asserted that the pot is uncovered and then placed 
behind two sticks; the tick mark next to the covered 
pot was interpreted as a Hathay wala lota, a water 
scoop.  
 

GENDER SYMBOLS 

This poster illustrates the importance of literacy for 
women, and that a signature is more identifiable 
than the fingerprints of a non-literate woman. 
Unfortunately, in an attempt to encourage written 
literacy, the poster was visually illiterate for the rural 
audience. Gender symbols,  for female and male, are 
unrecognizable to many audiences, rural and urban 
alike. 
 

SPEECH BUBBLES 

These are recognized by most urban children who 
have been surrounded by comics. For rural youth, 
the speech bubbles are logically interpreted as 
clouds. Not only do they resemble the shape of 
clouds, but they are also placed above the objects 
“in the sky.” Rural audiences may also identify the 
speech bubble as a compound wall, built around a 
plantation to prevent grazing.

Source: Lakshmi Murthy, 
Vikalp Design
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DEVELOPMENTAL COMMUNICATION

It to the use of communication to facilitate social 
development. Social development is about improving 
the well-being of every individual in society so they 
can reach their full potential. 

Development Communication Techniques

1. Information dissemination 
2. Education 
3. Behavior change 
4. Social marketing 
5. Social mobilization 
6. Media advocacy
7. Communication for social change
8. Community participation

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
BY UNITED NATIONS

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), also 
known as Global Goals, were introduced in 2016 and 
build on the success of the Millennium Development 
Goals but aim to go further and end all forms of 
poverty. The Goals are unique in that they call for 
action by all countries, poor, rich and middle – 
income to promote prosperity while protecting the 
planet. They recognize that ending poverty must go 
hand-in-hand with strategies that build economic 
growth and addresses a range of social needs 
including education, health, social protection, and 
job opportunities, while tackling the climate 
challenge and environmental protection.

Jatan Sansthan’s domain of work is mostly based on 
these sustainable goals. The organization works with 
children, adolescents, men and women in many 
projects in helping those who drop out of school, 
providing life skill education, counselling and legal 
support for children, local governance, reproductive 
health and nutrition, internship and volunteering.

Source: Lakshmi Murthy, 
Vikalp Design
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Uger is a menstrual health campaign supported by 
Jatan Sansthan that focuses on empowering adoles-
cent girls and women, helping them to take charge 
of their own health. We also include men, keeping 
them central to all our menstruation work. In  
addition to menstrual health management training,  
Uger conducts research and awareness programs, 
making menstrual information available to com-
munities. Uger trains women and men to stitch safe, 
hygienic and environment-friendly sanitary 
napkins from cotton fabric. The word “Uger” comes 
from Mewari, the local language of South Rajasthan, 
which means “new beginnings”. The campaign focus-
es on the sustainability of sanitary products. Uger 
designs use four pillars of sustainability: environ-
ment, health, economic and social.  

UGER PADS: A CASE STUDY

Types of Uger pads: 
from left; light pad, 
heavy pad, pantyliner, 
nada pad.

Uger cloth pads come in four varieties. Pads for heavy 
and light flow, pantyliners, and nada pad/belted pad. 
Uger pads are sustainable. (i) Made of cotton fabric, 
the pads decompose within 4 - 6 months causing no 
menstrual debris. (ii) Products cause no allergies, no 
itching or boils. (iii) There are two ways to access pads, 
learn how to stitch your own pad or purchase pads. 
 
Uger pads and all other products of the organization 
are copy left products meaning anyone can produce it 
anywhere without our permission. We do hope, how-
ever, that any production is discussed with us before-
hand so that we might better assist you. Additionally, 
we request that acknowledgments are given to Jatan 
Sansthan for the learning of Uger pad production.
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BACKGROUND

Women/menstruators uses different ways to manage menstruation. From 
an early age, they used materials like leaves, sacks of straw and sand, 
cloths and others.  Cloth used for absorbing blood was harvested from old 
garments which were washed and reused till the end of life of the fabric. 
In Southern Rajasthan, India, a commercially available reusable fleece 
material called “time piece”, made of polyacrylic was widely used along 
with disposable sanitary napkins was widely used by the menstruators. 
These alternatives to cloth created huge volumes of menstrual debris 
which clogged the water sources and was consumed by the animals when 
not disposed of properly. Uger sanitary cloth pads are a healthy solution 
to rising levels of menstrual waste. They are made of pure cotton fabric 
which can be washed and reused up to 60 times.  
 
In a country like India, menstruation is treated more than a natural and 
normal bodily phenomenon. It has many social, economic, cultural and 
environmental dimensions. Along with this follows an endless list of 
taboos, myths, misconceptions, and blind beliefs. Women are mostly 
excluded and forbidden to engage in any kinds of worship. One of the 
most prevalent myth across Rajasthan is that, if a man sees a used 
menstrual cloth, he will turn blind. Hence, menstrual management 
products are never dried under the sun out in the public. It will always 
stay hidden in dark corners of the rooms leading to health issues due to 
the presence of moisture.
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MENSTRUAL MANAGEMENT METHODS

One of the earliest known methods of managing 
menstruation was bleeding directly on to the clothing, 
commonly referred to as, “free-flow method”. Women 
isolated themselves from the rest of the family in 
specially demarcated huts or rooms during olden 
days, which is practised even now in some parts of 
India and Nepal. They were restricted to enter the 
kitchen, draw water from the well, touch pickles or 
engage in any kind of worship. Aside from these 
practices, menstruators uses a variety of products. 
The nature and use of these products depend on the 
access, availability, economic and cultural factors.      
In the Indian context women may use any of these:

1. Cloth pads, cotton cloth, rags – worn with            
underwear, and if underwear cannot be afforded, 
with the help of drawstrings.

2. Newspaper, felt fabric, cloth bag filled with sand/ 
ash/coconut coir/corn husk/bamboo husk, leaves.

3. Tampon, cup and sea sponge – placed inside the 
body.

4. Disposable Sanitary Napkins – pasted on to         
undergarment or with “hold up” belts.

5. Period panty – with an absorbent crutch and is 
worn like a normal panty.

WHAT IS IN A DISPOSABLE SANITARY PAD ?

The sanitary pads available today is less than 1 mm 
thick, made of plastics, non-woven polymers, polyac-
rylate gel, cellulose materials, harmful dioxins and 
other chemicals. 

In terms of consumption patterns, in one menstrual 
between 6 to 12 pads. Taking this calculation further, 
we know that a user using disposable pads alone will 
throwaway close to 120 to 150 pads in a 12 to 14 
menstrual cycle covering the whole year. In her 
lifetime of approximately 40 years of menstruation, 
this translates to anywhere between 3,000 to 6,000 
pads. If they are buried the pads will stay intact under 
the soil. If it is left open exposed to the sun and other 
weather elements it will disintegrate into microscopic 
components and cause pollution entering waterways.

Non-woven polymer layer

Cellulose/Fluff (bleached) and gel

Plastic sheet - PE

Silicon coated release papers

Menstrual cups made of medical grade 
silicon can be considered as the most 
sustainable method since it can be used 
for a period of 10 years.
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PASS – A DIAGRAM FOR ASSESSING 
SUSTAINABLE MENSTRUATION MANAGEMENT

A sustainability diagram was developed, the “PASS“ 
diagram to assess menstruation management sustain-
ability. Additionally, this would assist a user to make 
informed choices during menstrual product selection. 
“Sustainable” is defined in dictionaries as “capable of 
being continued with minimal longterm effect on the 
environment”.(Sustainable, n.d). Sustainable 
communities mean - well being of the community 
from the perspectives of surroundings, wealth, health 
and social-cultural contexts (Green Communities, 
2012). Researchers have represented sustainability 
through visuals, for example, the Venn diagram 
model, (Lozano, R., 2008)(Mann, S.,2009) which has 
three aspects to sustainability - social, economic and 
environmental. The four-pillar model (Sustainable 
Development, 2013) includes culture. Culture takes 
into account community values and community 
expressions. (Hawkes, J.,2001) (Four Pillars of Sustain-
ability, n.d).

We defined “Sustainable Menstruation 
Management” or SMM as - a method of 
managing menstruation, by the practice and 
use of products and systems that maintain a 
balance between environmental, economic, 
social and health aspects, causing no harm to 
the user or to the larger community. 

The four pillars represented the environment, 
economic, social and health, together holding up a 
roof, the roof representing menstruation.

Ideally when all four pillars attain equal height a 
fully sustainable menstrual management situation 
can be achieved.

MAHAVARI BRACELET AND OATH

Jatan conducts various menstrual hygiene
management trainings and workshops 
for adolescents, women and men. A part 
of this is the making of our own Maha-
vari (menstruation) bracelets. It contains 
28-40 beads coloured in yellow and red. 
Every participant of the workshop is asked 
to pick the red beads according to the 
number of days they bleed every month. 
If the participant is a non-menstruator, 
they can ask their mothers or sisters or 
partners about the same. The rest of the 
beads are yellow and denotes the rest of 
the days in the month. After the bracelets 
are made, they are worn and taken an oath 
to break the silence around menstruation 
and be responsible for menstruators who 
are accountable for the management of 
their used menstrual products. This small 
gesture creates a bigger impact and a good 
start to sustainable menstruation man-
agement.

24th May 2019, Udaipur 
(Rajasthan), India. Young 
girls taking an oath to break 
the silence around menstrua-
tion during the Kishori Mela 31



KHUSHI PROJECT: A CASE STUDY

The goal of this project is to strengthen the efficacy of the Government’s 
Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) Scheme to improve the 
health and well-being of children in the 0 to 6 years age group. Jatan 
Sansthan with the support of Hindustan Zinc Limited (HZL) and 
Department of Women and Child Development (DWCD), Government 
of Rajasthan ensures that the overarching objectives of the project are 
implemented efficiently through a team of six supervisors, three subject 
experts and 50 assistants also known as cluster coordinators. 
 
Nutrition that is provided to the children coming to the centre is closely 
monitored to make sure that meals are healthy and balanced. Care is 
taken to maintain the hygiene of preschool children. We make sure that 
vaccinations and health check-ups have been received in time, and that 
referrals are made when required. Jatan Sansthan has closely worked 
with local communities who now actively participate in decision making 
and other activities. One very valuable contribution the communities 
have been making is providing milk, pulses and other items free of cost. 
Through Facebook campaigns, Jatan has been able to mobilize food and 
warm clothing for children.

“खुशी”
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OBJECTIVES

1. Health checkups
2. Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) and Moderate 

Acute Malnutrition (MAM) followups
3. Recipe trials
4. Take Home Ration (THR) quality check
5. Kitchen nutrition gardens
6. Community engagement
7. Staff capacity building

Mid-Upper Arm Circumference (MUAC) is the 
circumference of the left upper arm, measured at
 the mid-point between the tip of the shoulder and 
the tip of the elbow and is used for the assessment 
of nutritional status.
Image : ALIMA

BALANCED DIET

A healthy diet helps to protect against malnutrition 
in all its forms, as well as noncommunicable diseas-
es (NCDs), including such as diabetes, heart disease, 
stroke and cancer. 
 
Healthy dietary practices start early in life – breast-
feeding fosters healthy growth and improves cogni-
tive development, and may have longer-term health 
benefits such as reducing the risk of becoming over-
weight or obese and developing NCDs later in 
life. Energy intake (calories) should be in balance 
with energy expenditure. To avoid unhealthy weight 
gain, total fat should not exceed 30%, saturated fats 
should be less than 10% trans-fats less than 1% of 
total energy intake.  
 
WHO Member States have agreed to reduce the global 
population’s intake of salt by 30% by 2025; they have 
also agreed to halt the rise in diabetes and obesity in 
adults and adolescents as well as in childhood over-
weight by 2025.

A balanced diet contains all four major food groups; 
carbohydrates (grains/sugar), protein (pulses/dal, 
milk, eggs ), fats (oil/ghee), and vitamins/minerals 
(majorly found in fruits and vegetables). The nutri-
tion flag was designed by Lakshmi Murthy inorder to 
create awareness about balanced diet among children 
and mothers. Since the nutrition flag resembles the 
Indian flag which is commonly identified by the 
general public,   it is designed in such a way that one 
will have to remember the tricolour to determine 
the food denoted by it. Essentially, the nutrition flag 
directs you to eat green vegetables, orange coloured 
food like carrots, papaya, tomatoes etc and white 
coloured food like milk, eggs, rice etc. The publication 
also provides information on healthy cooking habits 
that will preserve the nutritional content in the food.35 36



TAKE HOME RATION (THR)

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) is 
India’s flagship programme for infant and young child 
health, nutrition and development. Supplementary 
Nutrition Programme (SNP) is one of the core compo-
nents of ICDS. Balbhog (Energy Dense Micronutrient 
Fortified Extruded Blended Food) is provided as Take 
Home Ration (THR) to children 7 months to 3 years 
(7 packets to normal weight and 10 packets to severe 
underweight). Pregnant women, nursing mothers and 
adolescent girls are given Sukhdi (1 packet of 1 kg/
month), Sheera (3 packets of 500 g each) and Upma 
(2 packets of 500 g each).

Various local dishes made from THR. 
The recipes were developed by women 
during community cooking sessions and 
Kitchen garden programmes conducted in 
the Anganwadis.

Upper image: Recipe trials from THR 
displayed at Poshan mela held at 
Rajsamund district, Rajasthan on 
5th March 2019.
Lower image: Statistic information 
collected from the staff regarding the 
participation of women for recipe trials.
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READING, RESEARCH 
AND REDEFINING THE BRIEF
References to earlier projects done in the same domain

LEARNING FROM THE FIELD: 
Experiences in communication
By Lakshmi Murthy, Amita Kagal, Ashoke Chatterjee

The book is a compilation of communication 
materials designed by NID in 1981 for Family Planning 
Foundation (FPF), New Delhi and United Nations Fund 
for Population Activities (UNFPA) for disseminating 
information on the laparoscopic method of steril-
ization in the few identified districts of Rajasthan. 
Referring to the various communication experiments 
carried out, provided me with an introduction to the 
context of my work, people’s attitude, the socio-
economic background and culture to a large extent. 
It was important to educate myself about the design 
process followed for social communication where the 
basic understanding and common knowledge among 
urban people, something which was assumed to be 
universal, was found to be quiet absent in the rural 
setting. It gave me a clearer insight into the impor-
tance of field testing the prototypes and major learn-
ings from the failed concepts. This helped me to not 
repeat similar mistakes in my design solutions and 
approach the design opportunity with an open mind 
and conscience.

Adjacent image: Communication 
material development concepts from 
the book ‘Learning from the field‘.
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MENSTRUAL WHEEL (MAHWARI CHAKKA)

Shows the process of menstruation. It is an interactive 
product, and is comprised of two hard paper discs - 
riveted in the centre - with the discs moving over each
other. As the discs move, information about menstru-
ation pops up in the windows.

Issues Per Year
2000-3000

Price
Rs.30

Size cm - Radius of Chakka
10 cm

Pages
2 card sheets in circular format

Binding
Joined at the middle so that it can be rotated from the 
pivot.

Content Structure
It is two layer publication material in which the top 
layer have two cuts shaped as a uterus and a rectangle 
which when rotated reveals the stages of menstrua-
tion. 

Image Treatment
Images are a combination of vector and hand-drawn 
illustrations.

STUDY OF EXISTING MATERIALS 

At Jatan Sansthan, the social development 
programmes are carried out through various formal 
ways like training workshops, gatherings (melas), 
camps etc and informal ways of communication. 
Communicating messages through participatory 
methods make learning a two-way process. Visual 
aids are an effective medium of communication 
as recalling and remembering a visual is more 
powerful than oral lectures. There are a number of 
Information Education Communication(IEC) 
materials developed at Jatan Sansthan that enhanc-
es the quality of sharing information. Few methods 
in existence are:

• Lectures – learners are listeners and scope         
of exchange of ideas is lesser.

• Group discussions – sharing information 
amongst participants are catalyzed by 

         efficient facilitator.
• Visual aids – booklets, flip charts, posters,      

danglers, wall art etc
• Interactive exercises and plays
• Digital media – supportive material to 
         training programmes and includes videos,         
         films, audio clips etc.
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MENSTRUATION – THE SIMPLE TRUTH

It is a A6 sized comic book that talks about methods 
of menstruation management, common taboos, 
myths and superstitions.

Issues Per Year
2000-3000

Price
Rs. 25

Size 
10.5 x 14.8 cm- A6 size

Pages
48

Binding
Center-pinned using stapler pins.

Content Structure
Narrated in the form of a conversation between two 
girls about the topics regarding menstruation.

Image Treatment
The illustrations are hand-drawn.

APRON

The different parts of female reproductive organ and 
the process of menstruation is illustrated in layers. 
The trainer ties the apron around the waist and 
explains each layer while taking the session.

Issues Per Year
On demand.

Price
Rs.30

Pages
5 layers of cloth stitched on to the base of the apron.

Content Structure
The different parts of the internal and external female 
reproductive organ is labelled, followed by the process 
of menstruation explained through each layer.

Image Treatment
Hand-drawn vector illustrations which are close to 
textbook illustrations.
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KAAWAD BOOK

A multilayered book showing the process of growth
in both male and female bodies during adolescence. 

Issues Per Year
1000 

Price
Rs. 125

Size 
21.0 x 29.7cm- A4 size

Pages
48

Binding
Two side vertical spiral binding

Content Structure
On one side is the female, Sundari, and on the other 
side is the male, Sunder. If working with a group of 
female participants, a facilitator will unfold the 
Sundari side of Kaawad during the session. As the 
participants get more comfortable, the facilitator will 
unfold the Sunder side. It is vice versa for a group of 
male participants.

Image Treatment
The illustrations are hand-drawn.

NUTRITION FLAG

The foods to include in our daily diet in order to stay 
healthy are explained through the colours of the Na-
tional Flag. Flaps are lifted to reveal food options. 

Issues Per Year
4000

Price
Rs.40

Size 
14.8 x 21.0 cm- A5 size

Pages
2

Binding
Single fold

Content Structure
The content is distributed as photographs and texts 
where the colours of the food in the photographs is 
denoted by the Indian national flag.

Image Treatment
Images are of real photographs of food included in the 
balanced diet.
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REDEFINING THE BRIEF 
After the first few weeks of understanding and learning how an NGO 
works my role as a designer in the development sector I referred to a lot 
of research papers published on various topics related to reproductive 
health and nutrition. Uger was a project which started long back in 2011 
and most of the primary research and user testing were already carried 
out by the Uger team. Hence the requirements for the communication 
material was almost clear, I had to design a medium which facilitated 
the exchange of ideas from the NGO to the public. 

Since we felt that my graduation will look a little weak without some of 
my major contributions towards research area we decided to formulate a 
part of the project in another domain in addition to reproductive health; 
nutrition. Therefore I was put in contact with a khusi project team and 
later derived a new brief which included developing an interacting 
medium of communication for children at Anganwadi regarding the 
awareness on balanced diet and nutrition.
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DESIGN
PROCESS

Section III

This section is about the design 
research methodology, identifying 
design opportunities followed by 
prototyping, field testing and 
developing final designs.



BODY LANGUAGE

When you go out in the field, you have to keep your 
eyes open to observe and tiniest details that might 
turn out to be crucial to your design process. A field 
visit is to understand the experiences, needs, and 
desires of the people you are designing for and your 
body language plays a significant role in this. Keeping 
eye contact, nodding, smiling and most importantly 
listening to what the speaker has to say. Small and 
thoughtful gestures like sitting on the floor beside 
them, taking notes, wearing clothes that are accept-
able to the social status of the community is a part 
of building empathy with your target audience and 
unknowingly they are building it with you too.

PHOTO JOURNAL

Keeping a record of the places you visit, the conver-
sations of the people you interact with and capturing 
interesting observations helps to document your 
work side by side and to understand the community 
dynamics, journey through how the target group use 
a product or service. It is extremely important to keep 
in mind that you should not make your subject 
camera conscious or vulnerable. ‘Consent’ is an 
important term in photography. You cannot barge 
into a person or their private space and photograph 
them. Consent is what they give us. It can be more 
than permission. It is their willingness to host you, 
perhaps a smile.

PRIMARY RESEARCH TOOLS

Field visits are a very important part of any design 
research. The context of my research was held at 
various rural settings. I was aware of Ideo’s Design 
Kit that contributed to my design process by putting 
people that my design served, at the center to derive 
new answers to the design problem. I carried out my 
research simultaneously with my travel to villages,

visit to Anganwadis and Nandgarhs. I observed 
and conducted ethnographic studies of the context 
through interactions with the rura public. This 
helped me to understand their lifestyle, habits and 
culture better. After the field visit, I started framing 
my design challenge and saw possible outcomes and 
solutions to it.51 52
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FRAMING THE DESIGN CHALLENGE
Refining the design opportunities

Since I was working on two projects that were connected closely yet 
disconnected in terms of different target audience, framing a design 
challenge that was inclusive of reproductive health and nutrition was 
very important. Considering both these domains of health, the most 
relevant topics were put down. The next step was to identify the ultimate 
impact to be achieved by solving these design problems. A set of possible 
solutions were thought and listed down. 

The final design challenge was 
focused on developing Information 
Education Communication 
materials that facilitates the 
exchange of ideas and concepts to 
low-literate or non-literate audience 
through interactive means with 
visual communication.

What’s the problem that 
we are trying to solve?

What are the possible solu-
tions to the design problem?

What could be the possible 
design question?

What is the context and 
existing constraints?

Revised design challengeWhat is the ultimate impact 
we are trying to achieve?

Increasing use of disposable sani-
tary napkins which are causing 
a threat to the environment.

Cloth pad production manual 
for people who wants to stitch 
their own pads and start their 
own production unit.

How can we create awareness 
about sustainable menstrual 
management products?

Variable visual literacy levels 
and majority of the audience are 
low-literate or non-literate.

To increase the awareness among 
menstruators on menstruation 
and help them choose healthier 
and sustainable ways of menstru-
ation management.

Increasing rates of Severe Acute 
Malnutrition cases in various 
parts of Rajasthan.

Interactive material for Anganwa-
dis to facilitate communication on 
nutrition to children.

How can we engage children and 
their caretakers in practicing a 
healthy diet and nutrition habits?

Parents who are ignorant about 
the idea of balanced diet and refuse 
children to attend Anganwadis.

To build a generation who is aware 
about malnutrition and balanced 
diet habits.

Taboos, myths and misconceptions 
that is supporting the silence 
around menstruation.

Platform for including boys and 
men in menstrual conversations.

How can we prevent the young 
generation of menstruators from 
believing these superstitions?

Strong taboos and superstitions 
that rule over the facts and practi-
cal understanding.

To normalize menstruation among 
adolescents and to sensitize men 
and boys to the menstrual needs
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FIELD VISITS AND VISUAL STUDY 
OF LOCAL RURAL SCENARIOS
KISHORI MELA
Date: 30th January 2019
Location: Sahara, Bhilwara district, Rajasthan
Organised by Jatan Sansthan, Udaipur

I visited the adolescent girls meet on the second day at Jatan Sansthan. 
I observed and documented the event through short videos and photo-
graphs. Kishori Mela is an annual event that provide a platform for 
adolescent girls to showcase their talents and offer them information 
pertinent to their lives. They sing, dance and play with their peers, 
followed by sessions on self-defense, emergency helplines, child marri-
age, domestic violence etc. They are sensitized towards these social 
issues and trained to protect themselves from any kind of physical 
abuse. These young girls from eight blocks of Bhilwara district show-
cased a fashion show at the end of the mela, where some of them 
dressed up as pilots, doctors, lawyers, policewomen etc with one 
intention; to make their peers aware of the numerous opportunities 
available for them and they just need to be confident to show their will 
to achieve it! 
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30th January 2019, Sahara, Bhilwara 
district, Rajasthan. Glimpses of the 
Kishori Mela from my sketchbook. 
More than 400 adolescent girls partici-
pated this year.

KISHORI MELA
Date: 11th & 12th February 2019
Location: Jaipur, Rajasthan
Organised by Azad Foundation, Jaipur

The Kishori Mela held at Jaipur was organised for two 
days where different NGOs exhibited their work in 
social development. There were retail shops set up 
by women Self Help Groups(SHG) which sold hand-
stitched bags, purses and folders. Jatan Sansthan 
had put up a stall for Uger and we had a lot of young 
adolescent girls who visited and enquired about Uger 
cloth pads and their maintenance. 

I had the opportunity to interact with the develop-
mental feminist activist, Kamala Bhasin, who was 
the chief guest for the function. It was an opportunity 
to meet my target audience and understand their 
questions and worries.
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MENSTRUAL HYGIENE MANAGEMENT 
AND PAD-MAKING WORKSHOP
Date: 7th March 2019
Location: Pindwara, Sirohi district, Rajasthan
Organized by Jatan Sansthan,Udaipur

I accompanied two of my colleagues at Jatan for 
conducting menstrual hygiene management work-
shop followed by a cloth pad stitching session for the 
women’s group in Sirohi. The group consisted of 
women from Self Help Groups(SHG). Most of them 
were mothers and married women. The session start-
ed with an interactive module where the common
terms  for menstruation and local myths were 
discussed. They are introduced to the Menstrual 
Training Kit and  followed by giving them informed 
choices of menstrual management products. Later, 
the step by step method of hand-stitching Uger heavy 
pads are demonstrated live and simultaneously they 
are instructed to sew their own cloth pads. All the 
materials for stitching the pad were provided to the 
group in advance.

7th March 2019, Pindwara, Sahara 
district, Rajasthan.Pad stitching 
workshop for women.
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POSHAN MELA
Date: 5th March 2019
Location: Rajsamund, Rajasthan
Organised by Jatan Sansthan with Hindustan Zinc.

More than 500 women participated in the Poshan 
Mela organized as a part of Khushi project. The mela 
was aimed to promote the concept of kitchen garden 
and to popularize the use of THR among rural house-
holds. Mothers and women in the neighborhood get 
together at the Anganwadi on every Thursday to 
experiment on recipes. They developed various 
recipes of local snacks and breakfast made of THR 
with help of nutritionists at Jatan. The samples were 
kept at the stalls for tasting and testing. The mela 
had other stalls for Body Mass Index(BMI), education 
materials for Anganwadi etc.

FIELD VISIT TO RAILMAGRA

I made my first field visit to understand the concept of nutrition and 
malnutrition in the district of Rajsamund. After visiting a Nandgarh
(renovated Anganwadis under the supervision of Jatan Sansthan, 
supported by Hindustan Zinc under Khushi project) and an Angawadi,
and referring to few case studies done by the Khushi team, I was able to 
get a close picture of the scenario where my design will function. I closely 
observed the functioning of an Anganwadi and the nutrition and health 
habits practiced there.

Map of Moniya village, Railmagra, 
Rajsamund district, Rajasthan. Image 
from the Public Health Centre at Moniya.
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All the images are original photo-
graphs from the field visits conducted 
as the part of design research.
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UGER CLOTH PAD 
PRODUCTION MANUAL

Part I

This section is about the content 
development, development of visual 
language and final design of the 
Uger cloth pad production manual.
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CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

On analyzing the existing material at Uger center, 
I found a flip-book that was used for demonstration 
purpose of stitching cloth pads. It was a spiral bound 
desktop calender book which was visually heavy. The 
instructor would flip through each page with each 
step of pad making. Hence the content consisted of 
information on understanding menstruation, 
methods of cloth pad production and a complete 
guide to set up a pad production unit. This informa-
tion is required to be conveyed at different communi-
cation points to educate people on learning a new skill 
and to switch to a sustainable lifestyle by initiating a 
behaviour change.

AIM

Making people to switch to a sustainable menstrual 
management method and also help them make a 
living out of it.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

• Women learn to stitch their own cloth pads either 
by hand or sewing machine.

• Women teach others to stitch and initiate a          
behaviour change among peers and family.

• More women and men take up entrepreneurship 
and propagate the idea of sustainability.

STRUCTURING THE CONTENT 

In order to communicate the message, various struc-
tures of information flow was explored. After several 
variations and iterations of these structures, one 
format was chosen and taken forward to build the 
communication material. It was kept in mind that 
the trainings were conducted mostly in North Eastern 
states of India  where people had undergone formal 
education and have improved literacy rates. But the 
materials that needed to be designed were to cater 
both non-literate and semi-literate communities. 
Hence the content should be structured in a way that 
the texts complimented the visuals.

Some of the existing communication 
flip charts on spreading awareness 
about Antenatal care(ANC) and 
menstruation matters designed by 
Thoughtshop Foundation.
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An overall visual language would 
help create consistency across
the communication material and 
increase the recall value of the 
visuals. Some of the distinct 
inputs were inspired from the 
field research and observing local 
visual style of illustrations across 
Rajasthan.  The illustration 
developed for the production 
manual was in flat perspective 
and using the vector line draw-
ings. Since it is an instruction 
manual, a certain fixed structure 
was followed with the distribution 
of texts and images.

The step by step instructions in the manual are predominantly 
photographs than illustrations as the recall value and understanding of 
a realistic image is higher. The chances that the user will read an abstract 
message from an illustration will result in misinterpretation. Therefore, 
through out the manual, a combination of illustration, photograph and 
complimentary text is used. The concept of labeling is used for a term 
that is repeated multiple times. For example, the white cloth of the pad 
is labelled as Side A and the printed cloth is labelled as Side B and is used 
wherever it was required.

Elements resembling a measuring scale
(mostly found in yellow) was included 
as the top and bottom borders of the 
production manual. It was printed in 
scale to the actual measurements 

The most common grid used in the 
manual is a two column grid that fits 
the ratio of the photographs perfectly 
to an aspect ratio of 4:3.

DEVELOPING THE VISUAL LANGUAGE
IMAGE TREATMENT
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Inspiration
The cover page illustration was 
initially inspired from the wall 
paintings commonly found in 
Udaipur. Rajasthan is famous 
for its murals and miniature 
paintings. These artworks on the 
walls of the houses were often 
indicative of a king’s legacy or his 
glorious efforts made for the 
betterment of the society. These 
wall paintings are repainted 
dusting marriage ceremonies and 
festivals. When you see a newly 
painted mural on the wall of a 
house, it is understood that the 
family had a marriage recently.  

Iterations
The cover page had an illustration 
of a woman in a veil stitching a 
cloth pad sitting in a Haveli. But 
in the later iterations, the design 
had to be completely changed as 
the production manual was not 
intended to be specific to one 
particular context or audience. 
The illustration was replaced 
with more generic elements of 
stitching and sewing that was 
more relatable to users from all 
backgrounds. 

Few iterations of the initial stages of 
Uger pad production manual. 

THE COVER PAGE
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The contents of the manual are colour coded accord-
ing to each section since it improves recall time for 
rthe users. They can easily remember and refer to the 
section they were working on. The coloured strips at 
the top and bottom border facilitates this function. 

The symbol was used for ‘pay attention!’in the first 
iteration. After having a few feedback sessions it 
was found that the symbol would be meaningless to 
the people who aren’t familiar with it. Hence it was 
replaced by the title ‘Notes’. The manual was designed 
with an intention to be open for all kinds of audience. 

The colours used to highlight each section was 
inspired from the colour palette of Udaipur. The 
terrain is mostly warm due to the rich culture 
ans tradition of the royal land and blues denote 
the beautiful sky during the monsoons.

Most of the photographs in the manual 
was re-shot under the same lighting and 
background to bring consistency and 
same visual language.

In the first few iterations of the 
manual, the sections of stitching 
other Uger products like pantilin-
ers, nadapads, potli for packaging 
and baby nappies were not includ-
ed. As the design progressed it was 
suggested to include these section 
so that it becomes a complete 
guide book. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS PAGE ADDITIONAL CONTENT
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There are pages in the production 
manual were the original sample 
of the cloth is stuck for the user to 
physically feel the surface and to 
procure the same quality of cotton 
cloth for purchasing it in bulk or 
retail for pad production. Samples 
pieces of all the parts of the pad is 
attached to the manual. 

Important notes are marked in a 
green box through out the 
manual, thus helping the user to
immediately look for notes to 
keep in mind from each section.  

The templates for cutting the cloth for stitching 
the pad is incorporated in the manual. This is laid 
out on an A3 size paper which is of  a comparatively 
higher GSM and folded in two. It can be cut or torn 
out while cutting the cloth. Alternatively, the steps 
of making the template itself is explained in the 
adjacent page.

Most of the photographs in the manual 
was re-shot under the same lighting and 
background to bring consistency and 
same visual language.

CONTENT TREATMENT TEMPLATES
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POSTER FOR 
‘MEN IN MENSTRUATION

Part II

This section is about the process 
of designing a poster on the 
importance including men and boys 
in menstruation conversations.
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The COPASAH Global Symposium (COPGS) on 
Citizenship, Governance and Accountability in 
Health is being organised by Community of Practi-
tioners on Accountability and Social Action in Health 
(COPASAH). COPASAH is a global community of 
practitioners who came together in 2011 to learn and 
share from each other on community led practices 
around accountability and health governance. In the 
last few years the Accountability and Governance is 
being increasingly seen as essential to the fulfilment 
of the Universal Health Care and Sustainable Develop-
ment Goal agenda. Members of COPASAH are among 
the leading practitioners of social accountability 
and community action in the field of Health and as a 
group have contributed significantly to the emerging 
discussions on community-centered and citizen-led 
processes in the field of health. The COPGS 2019 aims 
to strengthen the solidarity within the community 
of practitioners, facilitate conversations between 
practitioners and other key actors like researchers and 
development agencies and overall stimulate learning 
which is driven from practice in the field.

The theme of the COPGS 2019 was Leaving No 
One Behind: Strengthening Community Centred 
Health Systems for Achieving Sustainable 
Development Goals. The Symposium will be 
organised between 15th and 18th October 2019 at the 
India Habitat Centre, New Delhi – India. It will bring 
together 500 practitioners from diverse social–
cultural contexts including COPASAH members from 
Latin America, Eastern Europe, Sub Saharan African, 
Eastern and Southern Asia along with researchers, 
programme managers, donors and policy makers in 
the field of public health governance. 

There were three competing categories for the 
programmes: Photo story, Poster design and Film 
making. The poster on ‘Men in Menstruation’ won 
the first prize award in the category of poster design 
among the entries came across in three categories 
from the countries of South Africa, Uganda, Tanzania, 
Zimbabwe, Kenya, Mexico, Nepal, Guatemala, Mali 
and India. The poster was presented by Lakshmi 
Murthy on the summit held at Delhi. 

Menstrual Hygiene Management and 
cloth pad stitching workshop lead by 
Krishna Bheel, Jatan Sansthan to the 
women cluster at Sirohi village, Rajasthan

ABOUT COPASAH 
GLOBAL SYMPOSIUM 2020
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INTRODUCTION

Woman manages menstruation in so many different 
ways. After going through some of the earlier research 
conducted by Uger team, it was surprising to find 
that most people practices open defecation in rural 
areas and do not have household latrines. We can see 
groups of women going into the fields for defecation 
and changing their menstrual products. They are in 
clusters so as to protect themselves from other people 
and animals. This situation arises from lack of 
adequate infrastructure in households which is a 
due to the fact that men are unaware and insensitive 
about a women’s needs. Women have to go to cattle 
sheds and barns to change. And at times they have to 
vacate the men from the rooms or change when men 
are absent in the house. They do not have an option to 
dry their used menstrual cloth outside their homes in 
the sunlight due to a number of taboos and myths. As 
a result, these menstrual cloths can be found hanging 
in a damp and dark corner of the room which eventu-
ally leads to fungal infections in the vagina and other 
related health problems. This is where including boys 
and men in menstruation becomes significant. They 
can support girls and women to manage menstruation 
effectively across different social domains including 
household, community, school and work. 

AIM

Including boys and men in menstrual conversations 
so as to break the silence around menstruation and to 
sensitize them towards the needs and problems of the 
women in their lives.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

• Boys and men becomes more sensitive to 
their peers and partners to help them manage           
menstruation effectively.

• Women become more open minded towards 
discussing menstruation matters to their male 
partners, peers and family members.           

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
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LAYOUT AND PLANNING

menstruation. So when I wanted 
to start working on an illustration 
there was no one else I could think 
of. He helped me to study the 
gestures and postures and try of 
few compositions that worked 
well for a poster. The decision to 
hide the facial features was to 
address the poster to all men. 
There could be a possibility that 
other men do not identify them-
selves to the image which can lead 
to miscommunication.

The poster was to be designed as 
a part of COPASAH Global Sympo-
sium 2019. Hence it was supposed 
to be displayed and presented 
during the conference. Therefore,
the information  had to be deliv-
ered to anyone who passed by, in 
one glance. The title, the subtitle 
and the main illustration or image 
should be strong enough to attract 
the audience to come closer and 
look at the poster. After a few 
iterations of the content structure, 
one format was chosen and the 

STRUCTURING 
THE CONTENT 

ILLUSTRATION

Krishna Bheel, educator at Apna 
Jatan Kendra, Udaipur(an initia-
tive by Jatan Sansthan) is a trainer 
at MHM workshops. He is one of 
the most enthusiastic person I 

The highlight of the poster and the first 
thing the audience should notice was the 
terms, ‘men‘ and ‘menstruation’. Since 
both the terms had the first few letters 
common, few exploration on the word 
‘menstruation‘ was done.

The finalised illustration is of line 
drawings with text coloured in blood 
red and black because the attention to 
the message was not to be disturbed by 
too many colours. 
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ITERATIONS FINAL CONCEPT

One of the important learning for me while doing a publication project 
was that, it is absolutely necessary and helpful to take a print of the 
design and evaluate it. When you have a tangible product in hand you 
will actually know the visual balance and if the information hierarchy 
works well or not. The NGO did not have an in-house colour printing 
facility that could print me an actual size poster. Hence, I had to divide 
the 24x36” poster into several smaller tiles of A4 size and then cut and 
paste with the same accuracy I acquired during the course on ‘Elements 
of composition ‘ at NID.

The final poster was balances 
with a visually heavy title and 
subtitle, quotes from the conver-
sation with men and women who 
were interviewed in the early 
stages of research conducted by 
the Uger team, and sections on 
social accountability of Jatan 
Sansthan and its contributions in 
the field. Few extra elements like 
the scissor and thread were added 
to the main illustration and was 
composed with the quotes.

Repetitive elements were removed each 
iteration and the texts were grouped in 
to different sections according to the 
hierarchy. Now the elements of the poster 
fitted well into the information flow 
structure that was formulated initially.

The poster won the first prize award in 
the category of poster design among the 
entries came across in three categories 
from the countries of South Africa, Ugan-
da, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Mexico, 
Nepal, Guatemala, Mali and India.
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DETAILS OF THE POSTER

The title ‘Menstruation‘ has ‘Men’ written in 220pt
(red #c40000) and the rest in 196 pt(black #040404 )
in Europa-Bold font. This was to bring the attention 
to the title first and to convey the idea of the phrase 
“Men in Menstruation” which literally means inclu-
sion of men in menstrual talks. The subtitle ‘Including 
boys and men in conversations‘ in 59 pt(# 606060) 
also in Europa-Bold font justifies the title contextually 
as well as visually.

 A number of men and women were interviewed by 
the Uger team for various surveys and research 
purposes. From these conversations, few striking 
details were absorbed into the poster. Certain words 
that extracts the meaning of the quote is highlighted 
using a larger font size. The dashed line that passes 
through the text denotes the continuity in the conver-
sation as well as making it a part of the illustration.

The description of the content is composed inside an 
end to end banner  separating the two sections of the 
poster. The body text is set in 32.5 pt in Garamond font.

The bottom segment of the poster is a balance of 
photographs and text. The photographs in black 
and white balances the text than the coloured ones. 
Hence, a colour palette of white, grey, black and red 
was chosen to bring a visual language. 

The poster won the first prize 
award in the category of poster 
design among the entries came 
across in three categories from 
the countries of South Africa, 
Uganda, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, 
Kenya, Mexico, Nepal, Guate-
mala, Mali and India.
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FLYER FOR
UGER CAMPAIGNS

Part III

This section discusses the process 
followed for designing the flyer/
pamphlet which is used as an 
advocacy material for Uger.
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CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Flyers, brochures, pamphlets etc are part of the media 
advocacy materials used at Jatan Sansthan to promote 
its campaigns, objectives and goals, which is part of 
the organisation’s vision and mission. In the context 
of Uger project, the flyers are distributed to inform the 
public(including adolescents and women who are the 
potential target users of cloth pads) about Uger pads, 
it’s maintenance and usage, and encourage them to 
spread the word on safe menstruation and sustainable 
menstruation management. The Uger flyer also 
performs the function of a user instruction manual.

AIM

To promote Uger products as an option of sustainable 
menstrual management products among the people 
who visit the Uger stall during melas, conferences and 
other public programmes.

DESIRED OUTCOMES
• People are more aware about Uger as a safe      

menstruation campaign and they adopt to cloth 
pads as a lifestyle change.

• Menstruators get an informed choice about men-
strual products and it’s maintenance.

• Increased sale of Uger products that will finan-
cially benefit the women and engaged in stitching 
cloth pads in the villages.

STRUCTURING THE CONTENT 

Flyers are usually single, unfolded printed sheets 
that are used to draw attention to an event, service, 
product or idea. A flyer usually contains a very simple 
message that can be conveyed quickly. The message 
that has to be passed through the Uger flyer is mainly 
information on Uger campaign and its products and 
instructions of usage and maintenance of these 
products. Hence the content was structured in a 
format where both sides of the sheet can be used to 
deliver the primary and secondary information.

The existing pamphlets that are being 
distributed at Uger. These are mostly 
folded and sold along with the each
 potli of Uger cloth pad. These are 
available in Hindi and English.
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LAYOUT AND PLANNING

Certain elements were to be highlighted and grouped 
for understanding the message at one glance. Uger and 
about the campaign were one of the major information 
that needed attention, followed by the range of sanitary 
products that Uger sells. The secondary information 
was about the usage and maintenance of these prod-
ucts and general instructions regarding it. The style of 
illustrations was decided to be kept hand-drawn as it 
was more organic and would attract more adolescents 
during melas and exhibitions.

The illustration portrays a young 
girl having a conversation about 
reproductive health to her 
parents who are stitching cloth 
pads, which is an ideal situation 
we are aiming for. The attire of 
the characters were specific to 
Rajasthan in the initial explora-
tions ans was developed into a 
more generalised clothing style 
in the later illustrations. 

Facial features, expressions and 
gestures were changed after a few 
feedback sessions with the team. 
The girl appeared to be more of a 
child than an adolescent. Hence, 
small details of her breasts were 
added later. These tiny details 
were taken care of so as to avoid 
confusion and misinterpretation 
of the message.

The illustration was intended to be 
comical as target audience included 
young girls as well. The Kirshori melas 
invites hundreds of adolescent girls every 
year which is an important platform to 
propagate the idea of Uger.

Since the information to be 
conveyed was also decided, 
these quick layout sketches 
helped me to come up with a
lot of ideas in a short time.
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ITERATIONS

Initial iterations were more colourful and vibrant as I was attempting some 
floral illustrations. The illustrations were of blooming flowers which was 
metaphorically, the onset of puberty and menstruation which marks a 
woman’s power to give birth. Some of the elements like the text box were 
carried on from the Uger cloth pad production manual to maintain the
 visual language. These layout explorations felt too clustered when it was 
test printed in A5 size. Hence, few iterations were done to distribute space 
and information according to the hierarchy.

The decision to keep the illustrations of 
different Uger products  as hand drawn, 
was to bring a common visual language to 
the flyer. The pads were colourful like the 
illustration of the girl and her parents.

FINAL CONCEPT

Front side-A5 Back side-A5
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GRID AND DIMENSIONS

The flyer is printed on the A5 size paper to keep its cost low. Two sets of 
flyers can be produced from one sheet of printed A4 paper. It follows a 
double column grid as it compliments the distribution of the content 
most effectively. A flyer usually has a short lifespan, such as being used 
to announce a one-time event like a grand opening or special promotion. 
So, the paper used for flyers does not necessarily have to be heavy weight 
paper. However, a flyer can be printed on thicker paper to make it more 
durable if it contains information that will be referred to again and again. 
They are commonly distributed by hand wherever customers or people 
may gather or pass by, such as at a trade show or other popular venue.
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0 

m
m

148 mm
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INFOGRAPHICS FOR
UGER MENSTRUAL KIT

Part IV

This section is about the development 
of infographics which describes the 
contents of the Uger menstrual kit 
which is used as a reference by the 
trainers at MHM workshops.
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INTRODUCTION

Infographics (a clipped compound of “information” 
and “graphics”) are graphic visual representations of 
information, data, or knowledge intended to present 
information quickly and clearly. They can improve 
cognition by utilizing graphics to enhance the human 
visual system’s ability to see patterns and trends (wiki-
pedia, 2019). Infographics are effective because they 
combine the written word with visual elements to 
pack big ideas into small spaces. The idea to design an 
infographics started with a proposal to include a list of 
training materials inside the Uger menstrual kit.

AIM

To help the trainers to quickly refer to the training 
module before a menstrual hygiene management 
workshop. The infographics will also act as a check-
list for the contents of the menstrual kit and to 
understand and memorize where each item is kept 
in the kit.

STRUCTURING THE CONTENT 

The information to be conveyed included the types of 
menstrual management options, various communica-
tion/training materials, different parts of disposal san-
itary napkin as well as cloth pad and the range of Uger 
products. A short description of each item inside the 
kit was also to be included which will help the trainers 
to refer and recall the training module.

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

The menstrual kit has 5 pockets secured 
with buttons. The kit folds into two and 
can be carried around easily with the two 
straps attached to it. The bag is made of 
thick canvas cloth that provides a sturdy 
support.
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The layout and plan for the info-
graphic was done visually similar 
to the plan of the menstrual kit. 
The initial brainstorming started 
with identifying and segregating 
the items of the kit into specific 
pockets. The illustrations/graph-
ics were not to be too abstract. 
Hence, they were hand drawn and 
was later converted to vector.
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CONCEPT 1

For concept 1, each pocket of the 
kit was colour coded and num-
bered. An illustration of the kit 
was placed at the centre for refer-
ence to the actual kit. The trainer 
can either relate to the number or 
the colour to look up for the items 
placed in each pockets.

CONCEPT 2

A horizontal layout was done to with an intention 
to disperse the content across the page rather than 
forming clusters which restricted easy movement 
of the eye. This layout allows the trainer to refer 
and check through the items before and after the 
session.

All the items of the kit were listed down 
and drawing were made for each of them. 
A lot of permutations and combinations 
were tried for composing these drawings 
into the infographic.

LAYOUT AND PLANNING ITERATIONS
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CONCEPT 3

The layout closely resembles the 
plan of the menstrual kit with 
minute details like the buttons 
which were converted to num-
bering the pockets, stitch marks 
which were demoted using dashed 
lines to bring more originality to 
the infographic. The illustrations, 
for example, cross-section of the 
pads were changed slightly in 
order to convey the concept more 
clearly by adding original illustra-
tions of the pads before cutting.

From the left, image 1 is concept 3, image 
2 is an improvised version where some of 
the items were rearranged and renamed. 
Image 3 is the backside of the page where 
each item in the kit is described briefly.

Image 1 Image 2 Image 3
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Few more items like the PASS 
Tool and Apron were included 
into the section of Communi-
cation/Training materials and 
those illustrations were added 
to the final version. The but-
tons for numbering were scat-
tered in the previous version 
and was restricting the flow 
of information. Hence all the 
numbers were left aligned. The 
decision to follow a horizontal 
layout of the illustrations were 
adopted from concept 3.

The idea of placing the same 
illustrations including the 
pockets took a lot of space 
and the text in the previous 
version had to be decluttered. 
Hence the final version of the 
backpage was divided into a 
two column grid and illustra-
tions and texts were balanced 
out visually. Each numbered 
section coincides with the front 
and back of the infographics, 
maintaining the consistency.
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INTERACTIVE NUTRITION 
BOOK FOR CHILDREN

Part V

This section is about the development 
of infographic which describes the 
contents of the Uger menstrual kit 
which is used as a reference by the 
trainers at MHM workshops.
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INTRODUCTION

The brief was to develop IEC materials for children 
regarding nutrition and its importance. The statistical 
data and records acquired by the Jatan staff at vari-
ous level of the block and Panchayats of the districts 
Rajsamund and Udaipur were collected for reference 
and developing the content for the communication 
material. As we discussed earlier, one of the identified 
and relevant areas of work was malnutrition and the 
importance of educating children to follow healthy 
diet habits from a young age. One of the stark 
observations during my field visits was the alarming 
number of severely malnourished children in the 
villages that persuaded me to develop design solu-
tions in this domain.

AIM

To educate children and their caretakers about the im-
portance of a balanced diet in order to lead a healthy 
life and build a generation that is aware of malnutri-
tion and healthy diet habits.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

• Children learn what to eat and what food items 
make them healthy.  

• Mothers become aware of what to feed their ba-
bies and children and keep track of the food item 
they include in the diet.

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT 2 

After the first feedback session with the members of the Jatan team, I got 
some helpful insights that made realize that it would add more value to 
the project if I chose animals that were commonly going in the locality.  
The animals I chose were elephants, camels and peacocks. By selecting  
the animals familiar to the children would make it more easy to tell them 
about the diet of these animals and help them relate it to their own diet. 
 
The prototype were paper cutouts which were hung by cotton thread. The 
idea was to design a layout of the outlines of these animals and distribute it 
to the Anganwadi workers. They will carry out the cutting, tying and hang-
ing as a DIY (Do it yourself) activity along with the children.

CONCEPT 1

After a few discussions, we narrowed down the possible communication 
 materials to be, mobile danglers–to be hung from the ceiling or on the 
walls of the Anganwadis and Nandgarhs, ready reckoners–flip charts, 
tabletop books for Anganwadi workers for quick reference purposes while 
conducting community meetings with mothers and other people in the 
locality, and a takeaway for parents on creating awareness on malnutrition.  
 
I was stuck with zero ideas when I started off with brainstorming. Lakshmi 
reminded me what NID always taught us, ‘learning by doing’. She insisted 
me to start making tactile things rather than working on a laptop. Once I 
started doing it, it was more easy for me to develop the concept of a dangler 
to make it more interactive.

While I was brainstorming the ideas 
for danglers, I went around the streets
 of Udaipur for inspiration. One of the
common takeaway for people visiting 
Rajasthan are the decorative wall hang-
ings of animals.

Interior space of nandgarh at Karodiya, 
Rajsamund district, Rajasthan. 
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CONCEPT 3

Since we were discussing animals and the food they eat or produce, I felt 
it would be more exciting for the children if the dangler could be more 
interactive. Therefore, I started working on a new prototype which was not 
to be hung, but to be passed around in a group where children could move 
the parts which will make learning easier. For example, the cow gives milk. 
The udder of the cow was the movable part with a hinge. It can be pulled 
out from the main piece resembling the act of milking the cow. The pulled 
out Udder will have an image of milk. Another example is of a rabbit where 
the hind leg is the movable part which resembles the act of a rabbit hoping.

I tried developing prototypes of the select-
ed animals in such a way that the food 
appears on the abdominal area as it would 
make it easy for the children to understand 
the food we eat ends up in the stomach.
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INSPIRATION 

During India‘s freedom struggle music helped in creat-
ing an awareness among the people about the impor-
tance of independence. In a colonial situation like the 
British Raj, when a great part of the administration 
was Indians, patriotic songs were often a medium for 
secret action. Such songs played a significant role in 
shaping the mentality of people who came of age at 
the time of independence. Anyone with an ear for 
music and a fondness for poetry would have imbibed 
notions of his or her identity as a citizen of a free 
country in terms of patriotic songs heardwhile grow-
ing up (The NOTE-ATION Team, RCA Music Academy).

During my field visits, I observed how the children 
were familiar with all the songs and nursery rhymes 
taught to them. Therefore I went forward with the 

idea of developing a nursery rhyme on nutrition and 
balanced diet that would talk about the diet of animals 
and birds and the advantages of eating those food 
items. Seven were selected out of the many commonly 
found animals and birds that were familiar to the
children. Food items that were required to form a 
balanced diet were noted down and were cross-
checked with the food that the animals consumed. 
The rhyme, ‘Poshan Gaadi’ meaning Nutrition vehicle 
was written and composed with the help of Dr.Kailash 
Brijwasi (Director, Jatan Sansthan) and Krishna Bheel 
(Educator, Apna Jatan Kendra). The rhyme, ‘Poshan 
Gaadi’ meaning Nutrition vehicle was written and 
composed with the help of Dr.Kailash Brijwasi 
(Director, Jatan Sansthan) and Krishna Bheel (Educa-
tor, Apna Jatan Kendra).

DEVELOPING A RHYME

CONCEPT 4

While observing how the children 
used and handled the existing 
books at the Anganwadi, it was 
found that most pages were torn 
and was not maintained well. 
This was a suggestion to rethink 
concept 3 and find a solution that 
will sustain the communication 
material for a longer period of 
time. The final decision was to 
convert it into an interactive flip 
book which will be handled by the 
Anganwadi worker.

Condition of existing publication material 
at the Anganwadi. 

Concept for flip book.
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It was surprising to see that the children 
could enact the gestures and sounds of 
the animals shown to them. Together it 
became a cognitive learning experience 
with thoughts, music, actions and under-
standing.

FIELD TESTING THE
INITIAL PROTOTYPE

Field testing was the best method gives you the oppor-
tunity to correct and improve your design decisions 
and critically analyze your work. The testing of the 
initial prototypes was done at a Nandgarh and an 
Anganwadi in the village of Kuraj, Rajsamund 
district. I was accompanied by the cluster coordinator 
of Kuraj, Reema Ji and Usha Ji who helped me with the 
local dialects which reduced the communication gap 
between me and the audience. 

The field testing was done amongst the children of age 
3-6 years who were enrolled for preschool education. 
The group included participants from various finan-
cial backgrounds but mostly from the poorer sections 
of the locality.

Observations were made on: 

• If the children could identify the image of the 
animal and name it correctly.

• Whether they could identify the images of the 
food items beneath the movable parts.

• If they remember seeing or eating the food item 
anytime before.

• How they respond to the interaction with the 
communication material.

It was observed that most children in both Anganwa-
di and Nandgarh were familiar with the animals on 
the flipbook. They were curious to see the body parts 
move and what was beneath it. Most children easily 
picked up the tune of the rhyme and sang along with 
the Anganwadi worker.  
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ITERATIONS

DRAFT 1

The illustrations of the first draft was inspired from the 
images of animals painted on the walls of the Nand-
garh, but with more simpler strokes and solid colours.
This was done keeping in mind the ease of production. 
The rhyme was printed on the backside of each page

JOINERY

The pivot is made with knots using a cotton thread. 
Ganeshi ji, who helped with the maintenance at the of-
fice used to help with making pivots for the menstrual 
wheel. She was of great help to me for figuring this 
out. Shown below are the images of the how the pivot

so that when its flipped, it will be easy for the 
teacher to read and recite it. The illustration did not 
have any background, which was later changed in the 
next draft.

works and how the knots are made. Since this job 
requires a precision and patience, it was difficult to 
repeat this for the production of at the interactive 
books. Therefore, an alternate method had to be 
figured out for joining the pieces.
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DRAFT 2- FINAL ILLUSTRATIONS

The previous draft has illustrations which were too 
simple in terms of lines, colours and backgrounds. This 
decision was changed after the feedback sessions later. 
As per the suggestions, I explored various brushes on 
Adobe Photoshop to develop a style that is not very 
photo-realistic, but comical as well as contextual. It was 
kept in mind that the backgrounds should match the 
local landscapes and surroundings. All  illustrations 
are hand drawn and painted digitally. The backgrounds 
were selected according to the natural habitats of each 
animal. The movable parts were layed out separately 
and cut out. 
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LAYOUT AND PLANNING

COVERPAGE

Since the rhyme is named 
‘poshan gaadi’ we decided to keep 
it same for the title. Initial brain-
storming included generating 
visuals with the literal meanings 
of the title. I referred to a number 
of children’s illustration book 
covers and layouts. The idea 
was to condense the essences of 
the rhyme into an illustration 
without giving away the surprise 
elements. The finalised illustra-
tion depicts a train which takes 
animals into the forest where they 
visit an Anganwadi. 
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DETAILS OF 
THE PRINTED BOOK
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The movable part in every illustra-
tion had to be joined using a rivet 
which allowed it to rotate. The 
most common and easily available 
ones in the markets was the clutch 
facing rivet. These are single piece 
rivets which are inserted into a hole 
typically made. using a punch and 
fastened using dye through the 
opposite side of the hole. The dye 
is shaped and has grooves that cuts 
the rivet and seals the paper.

FAILURES

Some of the initial attempts to use the rivets failed 
terribly as  I had to get accustomed to the pressure I 
put on the dye while hammering..The thickness of the 
paper played an important role while hammering. If 
the two papers are of high GSM, the pressure should 
be more and controlled so that the rivet should have 
enough space for the pieces to rotate. When I did it for 
the first time, the papers were held too tight together 
by the rivet that it was almost impossible to rotate it 
and resulted in tearing of the paper.

PRODUCTION
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FIELD TESTING
The last round of field testing was 
done at Apna Jatan Kendra (AJK), 
Udaipur which is functioning 
under Jatan Sansthan.There are 
3 educators and 40 students who 
attend the facility in the morning 
and afternoon sessions of the day. 
Most children who attend the 
afternoon session were school 
going and usually came for sup-
plementary education.The field 
testing was done for the morning 
session as the children who came 
belonged to the target group 
category.

It was surprising to see that the 
children could enact the gestures and 
sounds of the animals shown to them. 
Together it became a cognitive learn-
ing experience with thoughts, music, 
actions and understanding.
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The session was conducted by Krishna Ji who recit-
ed the rhyme and explained the common material. 
The children sang along and picked up the lines very 
quickly. It was observed that all of them were quite 

excited. After the session was over some of them 
wanted to see the book closely and was curious to take 
part in the interactive exercise. They were allowed to 
flip through the pages and move the parts.
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CONCLUSION
Section IV

This section is about my reflections 
and learnings from the field and 
doing a project on developmental 
communication on reproductive 
health and nutrition.



OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS 
AND EXPERIENCES

Being a part of Jatan Sansthan became more than 
an elaborate experience for me, where my project 
became a tiny part of it. Apart from my project, I 
was able to contribute to various other areas of work 
where I could apply my expertise. This included 
attending melas, workshops, trainings, meetings, 
making presentations, taking photographs and docu-
menting everything I took part in. 

One of the major learnings during my tenure was that, 
more than providing a fresh project, an NGO can offer 
the opportunity of modifying their existing communi-
cation materials. Some of these materials developed at 
Jatan were more 20 years old and needed modification 
that made it fit for the present time and audience. Few 
of these modification work I did includes redesigning 
the graphics of the Kaawad book, redesigning the 
apron which explains the process of menstruation, 
designing the cover page of Jatan’s annual report and 
some advocacy materials for Kishori melas.

KAAWAD BOOK

Since the Kaawad book was introduced earlier in the 
document, this is going to be a brief description of its 
contents and comparative study of the old and modi-
fied versions of the book.

CONTENT STRUCTURE

The book introduces 2 characters: Sundar and Sundari 
meaning beautiful boy and beautiful girl and their 
story of being adolescents. The book opens in two 
parts which gives the freedom of delivering selective 
content to the trainer. Information about physical 
changes that occurs from age 6-20 years are short-
ly described using texts & illustrations followed by 
specific physical transformations that occurs in males 
and females. The next session describes the male and 
female organs along with common changes occurring 
to both categories. Detailed explanations are given 
on menstruation and wet dreams. The last few pages 
shows detailed diagram of internal organs in the 
males and female human bodies.

The Kaawad book is inspired from traditional sto-
rytelling tools such as a Kaawad. It is a cabinet-like 
structure which has different doors that are fixed 
using hinges to reveal a story in stages. 

From the top, Photograph from the last 
day of Rural Immersion course for the 
students of Nirma University, Ahmedabad., 
photographs from the online cloth pad 
making workshop for school children at 
Kota, rajasthan.147 148



COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF OLD AND 
MODIFIED KAAWAD DESIGN

The height at different age group did not vary. The  6-year 
old girl a little older for her age.

The old Kaawad book had a lot of text that looked cluttered.

The illustrations were redrawn with hairstyles that were 
relatable to girls in the present day.

This problem was solved by creating a hierarchy using 
variable font size and weights. Few graphic elements were 
also added.

From left, first iteration where the children are playing holding 
their hands, Final version of the coverpage.

COVER PAGE

The original illustrations of the boy and the girl on the 
were changed so as to maintain the visual language 
of the book. In one of my iterations, I illustrated a boy 
and girl holding hands and spinning around. This 
was changed because the audience may not take the 
message correctly as the stigma of gender still exists 
in the rural areas of India. The next version had the 
girl’s hair pleated and the boy’s attire changed to a 
much modern style. I was instructed to add a pair of 
foot wear since wearing a footwear have become so 
common these days, even in the villages.

From left, are the images of a 
boy and girl drawn by rural 
audiences which was collected 
by lakshmi Murthy.
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LOOKING BACK 
TO LOOK AHEAD
I realised that my project was such that there were no definitely answers it 
solutions for the problems and unlimited scope for improvement. When I 
left Jatan Sansthan and came to NID for project documentation, the inter-
active booklet for nutrition still had to be finalised and the final printing 
was yet to be done. The best solution was the one that could be the most 
simple ans inexpensive, yet the maximum understood by the target 
audience. Aesthetics were important but not in the regular way that we 
perceive in the urban context. 

This project gave me an oppressor to work in close contact with the peo-
ple who would be using my designs and it surely was the most satisfying 
project I ever did. The feedback from my mentors and more importantly 
from my target group, at all stages of the project had to be valued to obtain 
the best possible design combinations and output. My approach to design 
problems became user-centred hence I found myself giving impor-
tance to the people for whom the design was meant. The design process 
followed for each communication material I designed was very rigorous 
and was constantly reviewed by my target group and my mentors along 
with my own decisions.

I realised that developmental design requires more designers to participate 
and contribute in this domain. To design for effective communication, 
it is important to first understand the visual perceptions of the in-
tended audience and incorporate their visual language into the final 
product. I understood that most often, it didn’t matter how beautiful 
an image looked but how well it communicated.

Personally, this project was an intense experience which involved a lot of 
human interaction and travelling and helped me understand the country 
the live in. I was the happiest while I did this project for it made me a responsi-
ble designer and turned me into a much more empathetic and sensitive being. It 
took a great deal of understanding myself and those who lived around me. For all 
of them taught me, emotions matter, love matter, life matter!151 152
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COLOPHON
This document has been 
written and designed by 

Gayathri Attoor. 

It is printed at 
Murthy Graphics, Guntur 

and set in 
AVENIR developed by 

Adrian Frutiger
 and Tisa Pro developed by

 Mitja Miklavčič.
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